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Abstract: We show how to distribute data at random (not to be confounded with permutation routing) in a
coarse grained parallel environment with p processors. Previously known methods were not able to fulfill the
three criteria of uniformity, work-optimality and balance among the processors simultaneously. To guarantee
the uniformity we investigate the matrix of communication requests between the processors. We show that its
distribution is a generalization of the multivariate hypergeometric distribution and give algorithms to compute
it efficiently.
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Permutations randomisés dans un environnement parallèle à gros grain
Résumé : Nous montrons comment distribuer des données aléatoirement dans un environnement parallèle à
gros grain. Les méthodes qui étaient connus avant ne suffisait pas simultanément au trois critères de l’uniformité, de l’optimalité en travail et de la balance entre les processeurs. Pour garantir l’uniformité nous étudions
la matrice de communication entre processeurs. Nous montrons que cette matrice est une généralisation de la
distribution hypergéométrique multivariable et nous donnons des algorithmes pour la calculer efficacement.
Mots-clé : randomisation, permutations, parallèlisme à gros grain, PRO
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Introduction and Overview

Random permutation of data is a basic step in many computations. It is used e.g
– to achieve a distribution of the data to avoid load imbalances in parallel and distributed computing
– good generation of random samples to test algorithms and their implementations
– in statistical tests
– in computer games
to only name a few. Creating such permutations is relatively costly : to permute a vector of long int’s, we
observed an average cost per item of about 60 to 100 clock cycles on commonly used architectures such as
a 300 MHz Sparc or a 800 MHz Pentium III. One issue that causes this relatively high cost is the generation
of (pseudo-)random numbers, but it is not the only one. Another important issue is that a standard algorithm
to generate random permutations addresses memory in an unpredictable way and thus causing a lot of cache
misses. The running time of a permutation program is more or less bound to the cpu-memory bandwidth. In the
above tests this bottleneck amounts to about 33% (Sparc) and 80% (Pentium) of the wall clock time.
Reducing the cost of such a time consuming subroutine is thus an issue, and here we will present an approach to achieve this. First of all, our approach is a parallel one, i.e uses several processors to compute a
random permutation in a parallel or distributed setting. But it also might have (at least long term) implications
on the sequential framework.
When designing an alternative to the straight forward random generation of permutations, we have to ensure
that we do not loose upon its quality : assuming that we have a “real” generator of random numbers we want
each possible permutation to occur equally likely.
Our goal is to describe a realistic framework for the generation of random permutations. As a real suitable
family of models of parallel computation we use a coarse grained setting that was derived from BSP, see Valiant
[1990], which is called PRO, see Gebremedhin et al. [2002]. PRO allows the design and analysis of scalable
and resource-optimal algorithms. It is based on
– relative optimality compared to a fixed sequential algorithm as an integral part of the model ;
– measuring the quality of the parallel algorithm according to its granularity, that is the relation between p
and n.
n, for p the number of processors and n the number items.
In particular, coarseness here means p
PRO only considers algorithms that are both time- and space-optimal. As a consequence of this enforced
optimality, a PRO-algorithm always yields linear speed-up relative to a reference sequential algorithm. In addition, PRO assumes that the coarse grained communication cost only depends on p and the bandwidth of the
considered point-to-point interconnection network.
The use of such models is in contrast to the assumptions that are made by Czumaj et al. [1998] (which
solve the problem by simulating some fine grained sorting network) and algorithms developed in for the PRAM
setting (see eg Reif [1985], Hagerup [1991]) and which assumptions are not too realistic. Please also note, that
the so-called permutation routing problem (see eg Kruskal et al. [1990]) as it was intensively studied for the
BSP and similar models is very different from our problem here. There one tries to optimize the communication
of the messages during one superstep, the so-called h-relation.
Goodrich [1997] proposed an algorithm for our problem on the BSP which uses general sorting as a subroutine. By that this algorithm has a superlinear total cost (log n per item) and is not work-optimal. Guérin Lassous
and Thierry [2000] investigated several other algorithms to compute random permutations in a coarse grained
setting. They found none that simultaneously fulfills the following criteria :



uniformity Provided we have a perfect generator of randomness, all permutations must appear equally likely.
work-optimality To be suitable for useful implementations the total work (including communication and generation of random numbers) must at least asymptotically be the same as in a sequential setting.
balance During the course of the algorithm none of the processors must be overloaded with work or data.
Especially uniformity and balance seem to work against each other. A typical trick to obtain balance for an algorithm that has some (small) probability of imbalance is to start-over whenever such an imbalance is detected.
RR n˚4639
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Usually this works well on the work-optimality when probabilities are small enough, and only increases the
average running time a bit. But this also means that certain runs that lead to valid permutations are rejected. It
is not even to see that all permutations can be obtained nor is it in general possible to prove uniformity.
Another trick to avoid imbalance and non-uniformity is to iterate. If we have a method that is non-uniform
but balanced we can iterate it to obtain a uniform distribution. Usually this needs a logarithmic number of
iterations and so the total work is a log-factor away from optimality.
The goal of this paper is to close this gap by proving the following theorem :
Theorem 1 There is a PRO-algorithm for computing a uniform random permutation that has an optimal grain :
a network of p homogeneous processors may uniformly sample a random permutation of size n p m, p m.
The usage of the following resources is O m per processor and thus O n in total : memory, computation time,
random numbers and bandwidth.










The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the idea of separating the sampling of a
communication matrix between the processors and the generation of the permutation itself. Section 3 discusses
the probability distribution of such communication matrices. Sections 4 and 5 then provide sequential and
parallel algorithms to sample such a matrix. Section 6 concludes by briefly discussing some experiments and
tests.
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2

Simulation random permutations by the number of elements distributed
between the processors

Given a vector v of size n our goal is to compute a random permutation v 7 of v. We assume that v is
distributed with mi elements on processor Pi , i.e that
n

∑

8 9 : : :;9 p

i 1

mi <

(1)

and that the newly permuted vector v 7 should be distributed alike. Figure 1 tries to visualize such a situation. To
be able to better describe the distribution and to give algorithms to simulate it, it will be convenient to generalize
the problem : we assume that we have p source-blocks B i that send the data to p 7 target-blocks Bi7 such that the
block sizes of the source array (i.e the array before performing the permutation) are m 1 <>=>=>=?< m p and of the target
array are m17 <>=>=>=?< m7 p@ .
Problem 1 (Random Permutation in Blocks)
Input : Vector v of n items in total that is distributed on p processors such that processor Pi holds a block Bi of
mi elements ; target vector v 7 of length n such that Pi7 holds a block Bi7 of mi7 items.

Task : Redistribute the elements of v into v 7 such that every permutation is equally likely.

We achieve our goal by first computing a matrix A
a i j that accounts the amount of block Bi to block B 7 j
communication. A is not an arbitrary matrix but has special properties. We have




mi

∑ ai 9 j <

for all i

1 <>=>=>=?< p

∑ ai 9 j <

for all j

1 <>=>=>=A< p7

8 9 @

j 1p

m7 j

8 9

i 1p

=

(2)
(3)

A permutation can then be realized by the using the matrix A to send out a i j items between all pairs of processors. As we aim for a random permutation we must ensure that
RR n˚4639
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– the individual items that are send from Pi to Pj7 are chosen arbitrarily and that
– all items that are received on P j7 are mixed randomly.
This can easily be achieved by two local random permutations, one before the communication and the other
thereafter, see Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Parallel Random Permutation
Input: Each source processor Pi for i 1 <>=>=>=?< p has a block Bi of mi input elements and each target
processor Pj7 has an block Bi7 of length mi7 to hold the result.
Output: The elements in all vi7 are globally permuted into the vectors v i7 such that any permutation
appears equally likely.
foreach Pi , i 0 <>=>=>= < p 1 do permute Bi locally in parallel
Choose A
ai 9 j according to (2) and (3)
foreach Pi , i 0 <>=>=>= < p 1 do
for j 0 <>=>=>= < p7 1 do send ai 9 j items to processor Pj7










foreach Pj7 , j 0 <>=>=>= < p7 1 do
for i 0 <>=>=>=A< p 1 do receive ai 9 j items from processor Pi




foreach Pj7 , j

0 <>=>=>= < p7



1 do permute Bi7 locally in parallel

Obviously, all matrices with properties (2) and (3) may arise as such a communication matrix : it is easy to
set up a permutation that exactly achieves such a matrix. So we easily get the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Algorithm 1 is correct. Besides the computation of the matrix A the algorithm is balanced and
asymptotically work-optimal.
Proof: A particular matrix might look unbalanced and send quiet different amounts of items between different
pairs of processors. Equations (2) and (3) guarantee that the amount that each processor sends and receives
stays under control. So if the send and receive operations are done without blocking, the communication phase
stays balanced.


If we want a uniform distribution not all matrices A occur with the same probability. The distribution is not
trivial and in particular the different a i j are not independent. In the main part of the paper we will see how to get
our hand on these matrices and how to generate them randomly with the desired distribution. The generation
has to be done in such a way that it doesn’t dominates the running time of Algorithm 1.
Problem 2 (Random Communication Matrix)
Input : Vectors mi and mi7 as for Problem 1.
Output : A random choice of communication matrix A with properties (2) and (3) such that all matrices occur
with the probability which is induced by Problem 1, i.e by first choosing a random permutation and computing
its communication matrix a posteriori.
Proposition 2 If the communication matrix A in Algorithm 1 is chosen according to Problem 2 it provides a
solution to Problem 1.
Proof: If we fix some communication matrix A, then the local permutations before and after the communication
ensure that all permutations that realize A are generated with the same probability. Since A in turn is supposed
to be chosen with the right probability the correctness follows.


Theorem 2 There is a PRO-algorithm for computing a matrix as described in Problem 2 that has an optimal
grain :
– There is a sequential algorithm that samples such a matrix with linear cost, i.e O p 2 .
– A network of p homogeneous processors may sample such a matrix such that the usage of the following
resources is O p per processor and thus O p 2 in total : memory, computation time, random numbers
and bandwidth.
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The probability distribution of A

We will see that the distribution of communication matrix A is closely related to the so-called hypergeometric distribution h t < w< b . This is the distribution of an urn experiment Xt 9 w9 b where we draw t balls out of w
“white” and b “black” balls and measure the outcome of the number of whites. It has the probability




P Xt 9 w9 b

w
k

b
t  k

w b
t 



k


(4)

The hypergeometric distribution can be sampled quite efficiently, see Zechner [1994]. For the experiments that
will be described in Section 6 the amount of random numbers per sample of h <>< was always less than 1 = 5 on
average and 10 for the worst case.




Proposition 3 Each individual entry a i 9 j of communication matrix A
tion h m7 j < mi < n mi where n ∑ mi ∑ mi7 .

ai 9 j obeys a hypergeometric distribu









Proof: The element ai 9 j reflects the number of elements that processor Pi sends to processor Pj . We consider
the elements on Bi as being “white”, w m j , and all the others as being “black”, b n w n m i and set
t m7 j . A random permutation π chooses to send all nt  subsets of cardinality t with equal probability to B i7 .
Among those t-subsets there are wk  t  b k  that have exactly k white elements.






The special case when the matrix is actually a row (or column) is also known as the multivariate hypergeometric distribution, see eg. Siegrist [2001] for the terms.
The matrix A has another interesting property, namely that it is self-similar to sums of sub-matrices.
Proposition 4 Let A be as above, 0
ar 9 s for
A

i0


i1










iq

p and 0

j0

j1













p7 . Then the matrix

jq @



∑

ar 9 s

ai 9 j

ir i i r 1
js j j s 1

∑ ir

is distributed as for the problem with input blocks of size m r

i ir

1

mi and ms @

∑ js

j js

1

m7 j .

Proof: This follows directly by the fact that we may join the input blocks B i and output blocks B 7 j according to
the super-indices ir and js .


In view of Proposition 4, Proposition 3 has an easy generalization.
p and 0
Proposition 5 Let 0 i0  i1 
 iq
each ar 9 s is distributed with h t < w< b with






j0

j1









p7 and A 

jq @






ar 9 s be as above. Then




t

mr 9 @ s

w

mr 9 s

b

n


(5)
(6)

9

mr s

(7)

Having identified the individual distribution for each entry of A is not sufficient to efficiently draw samples
for A. This can already be seen if we only consider 2 different processors. Once chosen a 1 9 1 k, all the three
other matrix entries are already determined by (2) and (3). Namely we have
A  a1  1 8

k 

m17

k


m1 k
m17  m1




k n






k



=

(8)

So for this special case the rest of the matrix is already completely determined by the first value and in general
the same holds for the last column and row of the matrix which are determined by the other columns and rows
respectively.
RR n˚4639
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In general we split our matrix at some index i 1 into an upper and lower part and describe the relative
influence of the outcome in both parts by some suitable conditional probability. All algorithms that we will
present will be based on this principle : first they will sample some (possibly multivariate) hypergeometric
distribution to describe the split of the problem and then they will proceed to solve the two parts independently.
Proposition 6 Let A be as above, 0 i0  i1  i2 p, js s for s 0 <>=>=>=?< p7 . Suppose a1 9 s as defined above
has the outcome αs then the conditional distribution for the upper half of matrix A is the same as for the
problem with input m1 <>=>=>=?< mi1 and α1 <>=>=>=?< α p@ .








Clearly an analogous claim holds for the outcome of the lower half and for a split of the matrix into a left
and right half.

4

Sequential algorithms to compute A

From Proposition 6 with choice of i1 p 1 we get a first sequential algorithm that samples a communication matrix. We need the special case (Algorithm 2) where the matrix consists of exactly one row (or column)
(the multivariate hypergeometric distribution) as a subroutine for the general one. A first algorithm to solve the
general problem is then summarized as Algorithm 3.


Algorithm 2: Sequential sampling of a multivariate hypergeometric distribution
Input: Integers p and m, a vector of p values m i7
m n ∑i 8 0 9 : : :;9 p  1 mi7 .




Output: Random vector αi distributed with a multivariate hypergeometric distribution with parameters m and mi7 .
for i=0,. . .,p-1 do
Choose toRight according to h m < n mi7 < mi7
Set n n mi7 , αi m toRight and m toRight.


















Algorithm 3: Sequential sampling of a communication matrix
Input: Integer p, vector of p values m i , integer p7 and vector of p7 values mi7 .
Output: Random communication matrix a i 9 j such that all such matrices appear with the probability
corresponding to the number of permutations that realize them.
for i=p-1,. . .,0 do
split
Choose vector toUp j according to a multivariate hypergeometric distribution with parameters m i
and m7 j
update
for j=0,. . .,p’-1 do ai 9 j m7 j toUp j and m7 j toUp j






















Proposition 7 Algorithm 3 computes a i 9 j with O p p7 basic operations and O p p 7 calls to h


















<><


.

Proof: For the correctness observe that the algorithm is a direct application of Proposition 6.
For the complexity it is clear that each call to Algorithm 2 in split costs O p 7 . Since update also goes in
O p7 and the loop is done p times this proves the claim.










To go a step towards a possible parallelization we give a recursive algorithm for the same task, see Algorithm 4. Observe that Algorithm 2 could be seen as an iterative variant of Algorithm 4 for the special choice of
q 1. The recursive formulation also has the advantage that we may split the input for the samples of the hypergeometric distribution more or less evenly. In practice this may speed up this particular part of the computation
quite efficiently.
INRIA
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<



m7 j
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: Recursive sampling of a communication matrix


Input: Integer p, vector of p values m i , integer p7 and vector of p7 values mi7 .
Output: Random communication matrix a i 9 j such that all such matrices appear with the probability
corresponding to the number of permutations that realize them.
if p  2 then return m 7 j j 8 0 9 : : :;9 p@ else
Choose an index 0  q  p and set t ∑q i p mi
Choose vector toUp j according to a multivariate hypergeometric distribution with parameters t
and m7 j
Set vector toLo j to m7 j toUp j
Sample ai 9 : i 8 0 9 : : :;9 q  1 with RecMat q < mi < p7 < toLo
Sample ai 9 : i 8 q 9 : : :;9 p  1 with RecMat p q < mi  q < p7 < toUp
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Parallel algorithms

We will be derive our first parallel algorithm from Algorithm 4 by taking care of the fact that we cannot
assume that one of the processors may hold the whole communication matrix. For the parallel algorithm we
will focus on the symmetric case where p p 7 is the number of processors and such that all processors have
the same local share M n p of the vector that will be permuted. The reader may easily adapt this algorithm
to the general situation.
Algorithm 5: Parallel sampling of a communication matrix (with a log-factor in the total work)
Input: Total number of processors p, processor id with 0 id  p and value M.
Result: For each processor Pi a vector βi representing a row of random communication matrix a i 9 j
such that all such matrices appear with the probability corresponding to the number of permutations that realize them.
if id 0 then Initialize βi  M
r 0 and s p
while s r  1 do
q
r  s 2
switch id do
case r :
t
s qM
Choose vector toUpi according to a multivariant hypergeometric distribution with parameters t and βi
Send toUpi to processor Pq
βi
βi toUpi


















































case q : Receive βi from processor Pr




if id


q then r

q else s

q



Proposition 8 Algorithm 5 is correct. It has running time, communication and calls to h
processor and a total work, communication and calls to h <>< of Θ p 2 log p .






<><

of Θ p log p per








Proof: For the correctness observe that the while-loop iteratively divides the processor range in halves r
id  s. The main work of what would be a recursive call in Algorithm 4 is always done by the “head” processor
Pr . In each iteration, Pr updates its local data and the new head Pq of the upper half of the range receives the
necessary data. So they are both able to perform the computation in the next iteration correctly.
For the complexity observe that the while-loop is executed O log p times.
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Observe that this does not give us a work-optimal algorithm for the matrix generation. We have log pfactor both in the time as in the cost. But for solving the permutation problem this matrix generation can
already be useful. The communication cost for the exchange of the data dominates the running time as long
as p log p  m n p
p2 log p  n. So with Algorithm 5 we are only a log-factor away from the optimal
granularity of n.





Algorithm 6: Cost-optimal parallel sampling of a communication matrix
Input: Total number of processors p, processor id with 0 id  p and value M.
Result: A vector representing a row of random communication matrix a i 9 j such that all such matrices
appear with the probability corresponding to the number of permutations that realize them.




if id 0 then Initialize β0i and β1i to M
∆ 0 and ∇ 1
Set r< r0 < r1 to 0 and s < s0 < s1 to p
while s r  1 do
q
r  s  2 and q∆
r∆  s∆  2
switch id do
case r :
for the range q∆ i  s∆ do
t
∑ β∆i


1









2













q ∆ i s∆

Send all these β∆i to processor Pq
for the range r∇ i  s∇ do
Choose vector toUpi according to a multivariant hypergeometric distribution with
parameters t and β∇
i
Send all these toUpi to processor Pq
Set all the β∇
β∇
toUpi
i
i










case q :
for the range q∆
for the range r∇

i  s∆ do Receive all β∆i from Pr
i  s∇ do Receive all β∇
i from Pr

if id  q then r q ; r∆ q∆ else s
Swap the values of ∆ and ∇

q ; s∆

q∆

Sequentially sample the submatrix a i 9 j of the communication matrix with indices r 0
r1 j  s1 according to the input vectors β0i r0 i s0 and β1i r1 i s1 .
Redistribute the matrix such that each processor holds the row a id 9 :


3

i







s0 and









4





Proposition 9 Algorithm 6 is correct. It has running time, communication and calls to h
processor and a total work, communication and calls to h <>< of Θ p 2 .






<><

of Θ p per








Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 8. The difference between the two algorithms is that the
matrix is not only sliced in one dimension but evenly split along both dimension (controled by ∆ and ∇). At the
end of the while-loop every processor is left with a sub-matrix that it has to compute. The size of this submatrix
is
1
1
O 2 2 log p 2 2 log p
O p
(9)












This shows in particular that all processors only have to handle data in the size of O p .
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For the complexity observe that the while-loop still is executed O log p times but that the time for each
iteration diminishes. In fact, the total size of both ranges halves with every second iteration. So by a standard
halving argument the total time for the while-loops is O p .
Sampling the submatrix (by Section 4) and the final data communication is linear in p, so this concludes
the claim.








6

Outlook

Part of the algorithms (sequential sampling of the matrix, only) were implemented and then tested on
different platforms (Sun Sparc, Intel Pentium Linux, SGI IRIX) with up to 48 processors and 480 million
items. The framework for the implementation was SSCRAP, see Essaïdi et al. [2002], an environment for
coarse grained algorithms.
The overhead due to the parallelization over the simple sequential algorithm is a factor between 3 and 5 as
one would expect : we have to perform two local permutations and the communication between the processors.
Typical running times for 480 million elements on a 400 MHz Origin are : 137 sec (sequential), 210 sec (3
proc), 107 sec (6 proc), 72 = 9 sec (12 proc), 60 = 9 sec (24 proc) and 53 = 2 sec (48 proc). The description of the
implementation and the tests will be subject of a paper by its own.
The tests showed that the main limitation for Algorithm 1 when run on large data sets is the communication phase, even when executed on a shared memory machine. On the other hand, for smaller data sets, the
computation of the matrix can be a bottleneck. So in situations where medium sized permutations are needed
repeatedly a parallel implementation of the matrix sampling will be helpful.
In view of the idea to use efficient coarse grained algorithms also for the context of external memory,
see Cormen and Goodrich [1996], Dehne et al. [1997], and as the gap between CPU and memory speed is
constantly growing there is also hope that the parallel algorithms can give rise to sequential algorithms and
implementations that avoid part of the cache misses of the straight forward algorithm.
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